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Abstract
In insulators and semiconductors, the positive muon can bind an electron to form a muonium atom due
to Coulomb interaction. In a strongly correlated system, the exchange interaction between free electrons
and localized spins creates another channel for electron localization — the charge carrier localizes into a
ferromagnetic “droplet” on the scale of the lattice spacing — a spin polaron. Here we show examples of spin
polaron formation in strongly correlated electron materials detected by the muon spin rotation technique.
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1. Introduction
In many materials, interaction of conduction electrons with the medium is strong enough to qualitatively
change the state of the carrier. The general picture depends critically upon the adiabaticity of its interaction
with excitations of the environment. In narrow band systems, carrier motion may become nonadiabatic, as
it is followed “instantaneously” by phonon modes and thus forms a lattice polaron. In a magnetic material,
the exchange interaction between conduction electrons and localized spins creates an additional channel
for electron localization. In particular, such exchange interaction may cause electron localization into a
ferromagnetic (FM) “droplet” on the scale of the lattice spacing in a paramagnetic (PM) or antiferromagnetic
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(AF) “sea” [1, 2]. The charge carrier coupled to its immediate FM environment together behave as one entity,
referred to as a spin polaron (SP), with a large composite spin S.
So far, extensive studies of the formation and dynamics of spin polarons have been restricted to a
narrow temperature range close to the magnetic phase transition temperature Tc (large polaron regime).
Sensitivity and/or spatial resolution limitations of many diﬀerent techniques preclude detection of magnetic
inhomogeneities introduced by small spin polarons, as SP shrink at temperatures well above Tc. In contrast,
the unique sensitivity of positive muons as a local magnetic probe makes muon spin rotation (μ+SR) ideally
suited for mapping the magnetic state on the atomic (sub-nm) scale. In particular, electron localization
around the muon is readily detected by measurements of the characteristic hyperﬁne interaction: An electron
in the conduction band is normally a free carrier; localization raises the electron’s kinetic energy and is thus
unlikely unless some local interaction lowers its energy at least as much. A familiar example is the attractive
Coulomb potential of a positive donor ion or a positive muon. A less obvious example is the exchange
interaction driving electron localization when a number of magnetic ions experience a strong ferromagnetic
coupling mediated by their exchange interactions with the aforementioned electron. Since this interaction
increases with the local probability density of the electron, it favors localization and can be suﬃcient to
localize the electron into a SP. In this case, the long-range Coulomb interaction of the μ+ ensures initial
electron capture, while the short-range exchange interaction provides further localization into a SP bound
to the muon (BSP). In the process of BSP formation the increase in the kinetic energy of the electron due
to localization plus the entropy term ΔS due to ordering within the polaron is compensated by the s-d(f)
exchange interaction J combined with the Coulomb interaction, so that the net change in free energy
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(where R is the extent of the electron wavefunction) yields a minimum in F as a function of R [2, 3]. The
dominant exchange term is optimized by maximum overlap of the MP electron with nearby magnetic ions.
The phenomenon of BSP formation around a positive muon has recently been demonstrated in PM [3] and
AF [4] hosts. Here we present several other examples of SP formation in magnetic materials ranging from
low-dimensional insulators to narrow-gap semiconductors to correlated metals.
2. Spin Ladder System NaV2O5
Low-dimensional spin systems have attracted considerable attention due to the appearance of various
non-magnetic quantum states. In particular, in the quantum limit of spin 1/2 the Ne´el antiferromagnetic
(AF) state often has strong competition from a dimerized state (DS) of singlet bonds to become the ground
state. Such a DS is characterized by zero on-site spin and the formation of a spin gap Δ which separates
the spin-singlet state from the ﬁrst excited spin-triplet.
The highly anisotropic crystal NaV2O5 presents such a DS system. In its high-temperature phase its
magnetic susceptibility χ behaves similar to that of Heisenberg spin-1/2 chains. Below Tc = 35 K a gap
opens up in the spectrum of its magnetic excitations, accompanied by a sharp reduction of χ (due to
dimerization) [5]. We found SP in NaV2O5 in the PM state and through Tc down to 20 K, which is
identiﬁed as the maximum temperature for a fully developed DS [6]. The spectroscopic signature of the SP
formation shown in Fig. 1 is the characteristic two-frequency precession (doublet) in high magnetic ﬁeld [3].
(The low-frequency line is a background signal whose frequency coincides with that in reference sample).
If a BSP is formed in a DS, the increase of the electron kinetic energy due to localization is expected
to be compensated by the on-site exchange interaction IS/2 of the electron with local spin S combined
with the Coulomb potential of the muon, versus the energy NJS2 required to ﬂip N local spins S with an
eﬀective exchange energy J to produce a FM “droplet” within the radius R so that the change in the free
energy
ΔF =
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2mR2
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has a minimum as a function of R — the radius of the electron’s conﬁnement [4].
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Figure 1: Real part of Fourier transforms of μ+SR time spectra at diﬀerent applied magnetic ﬁelds and constant temperature
in NaV2O5 at 29 K (left), FeGa3 at 2 K (center) and Cd2Re2O7 at 2 K (right).
The probability of SP formation around the muon depends on the last term: in a DS with low J the SP
is expected to form, while at higher J the muon is expected to stay bare, and therefore may be used as a
local magnetic probe. In NaV2O5, a rather high value of J ≈ 560 K [5] precludes SP formation in a fully
developed DS, although it does form at higher temperature. An alternative interpretation — satellite lines
coming from magnetically inequivalent positions of the muon in a magnetically ordered host lattice — may
be dismissed, as NaV2O5 does not order. Finally, a strong shift of the SP lines to higher frequencies with
respect to the background signal reﬂects the FM state within a SP [3].
3. Narrow-gap Semiconductors
FeGa3 and FeSb2 belong to a class of 3d narrow-gap semiconductors that also includes FeSi, for which
the gap formation has been discussed in the context of enhanced electron correlations within a narrow 3d
band [7, 8]. The principal interest in these materials concerns strong many-body renormalizations sharing
common features with a broad class of 4f rare-earth compounds known as hybridization gap semiconductors
or Kondo insulators (KI). At high temperature, these materials exhibit properties associated with a set of
independent local moments interacting with conduction electrons, while at low temperature their electronic
and thermodynamic properties are characteristic of narrow-gap semiconductors. In particular, in FeGa3 a
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semiconducting gap of 0.3 - 0.5 eV opens up at the Fermi level due to hybridization of the Fe 3d and Ga 4p
bands. Magnetic susceptibility studies indicate no magnetic order in FeGa3, consistent with gap formation
at the Fermi level. FeSb2 exhibits similar properties with a somewhat smaller gap of about 0.1 eV.
An important attribute of these materials is the extreme renormalization of the corresponding bands,
which leads to a very narrow peak in the density of states at the gap edges. Such a pileup of states can
produce remarkable anomalies in thermodynamic and transport properties and may be identiﬁed with a
band of heavy quasiparticles. In fact, mass enhancement is reported in both 3d (FeGa3, FeSi, FeSb2) and
4f KI. The nature of such mass renormalization requires explanation. The data we present suggests SP
formation which is expected to be accompanied by strong mass renormalization.
In FeGa3 at low temperature, in magnetic ﬁelds transverse to the initial muon polarization, Fourier
transforms of the μ+SR time spectra consist of 3 pairs of satellite lines positioned on either side of the
narrow central line (Fig. 1) which appears at exactly the bare muon frequency In FeSb2, the corresponding
Fourier transforms at low temperature consist of one pair of broad satellite lines centered on the narrow
background signal. In FeGa3, several pairs of lines might indicate several kinds of SP; however, the tetragonal
structure of FeGa3 suggests formation of an anisotropic SP as a more plausible explanation. The speciﬁc
details of these spectra for FeSb2 and FeGa3 are very similar to those recently observed in various other
materials [3, 4, 9, 10, 11] where the localized electron states were identiﬁed as spin polarons. Alternative
interpretations can be dismissed as discussed in section 2.
4. Correlated Metallic Pyrochlore Cd2Re2O7
The stoichiometric pyrochlore Cd2Re2O7 is a rather poor metal near room temperature. In contrast,
below about 60 K, its resistivity follows a T 2 dependence characteristic of a Fermi-liquid regime [12] with
an electron mean free path of 81 nm at 2 K [13], suggesting very weak electron scattering in the conduction
band. The number of such electrons, however, does not exceed 6% of the Re electrons [13]. The states of the
remaining majority of electrons still need to be identiﬁed. In addition, electron transport and NMR/NQR
studies have revealed a signiﬁcant electron mass enhancement and ferromagnetic enhancement suggesting
strong electron correlations. We suggest that such an electron state may be a SP, as large electron mass
enhancement and ferromagnetic enhancement are both consistent with the formation of ferromagnetic SP.
This may constitute observation of a conﬁned electron state in a metal: For magnetic metals at low tem-
perature, one can neglect the third (Coulomb) and forth (entropy) terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (1)
We believe that our recent experiment [10] presents observation of such a SP captured by the positive muon
(Fig. 1).
5. Conclusion
We present spectroscopic signatures of electron localization into spin polarons in several strongly corre-
lated electron materials (SP observation in metallic Cd2Re2O7 is already published [10] and is presented for
comparison).
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